
When total fire bans were recently declared around 

Adelaide and in other parts of South Australia – long 

before the traditional fire-danger season had started – it 

heralded the beginning of another perilous Australian 

summer. The ban also reinforced the critical need for 

quality fire-rated building materials.

When it came to bushfire safety, the owners of this 

beautiful home in Crafers West, on the outskirts of 

Adelaide, had a huge task in front of them. After all, 

they’d bought the house for the land and, especially, the 

amazing views. But the house stands in a BAL 40 zone 

and the original home was built well before bushfire 

legislation came in. Getting the right balance between 

connection to the great outdoors and bushfire-

compliance was at the top of their to-do list.

“Choosing a window system that would work with 

BAL 40 was actually more problematic than I would 

have hoped,” says David Brown of BB Architects.
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For over 25 years and 2 generations MJ Aluminum have been specialising in the supply and installation of Australia’s leading range of 

high performance architectural aluminium windows and doors. Their industry experience and knowledge allows them the confidence 

to work closely with architects, clients and builders to problem solve and achieve the best possible outcome for a seamless building 

intergration.  

 × The 28mm deep glazing pocket is 

designed to accept thick heavy IGUs 

and allows glass to be installed easily 

with room to spare (catering for glass 

manufacturing tolerance).

 × This deep glazing pocket provides 

a 12mm bite as required by the 

IGU manufacturers and ensures 

compliance with glass warranties.

SERIES 424 DOUBLE GLAZED CENTRE GLAZED 102MM COMMERCIAL FRAMING

“It’s not our first bushfire house but we wanted kind of 

reasonably large format windows and we wanted to do 

a clever detail where we hid the sliding doors, and the 

flyscreen particularly, into the wall… The flyscreens have 

to be BAL 40 rated mesh to protect the glass.”

David and his team spent a considerable amount of 

time with local fabricators, MJ Architectural Windows + 

Doors, working out how to get through the bushfire-

rating issue with Council and the Country Fire Service. 

“We got a great result and the house works really 

well,” he says. “It kind of embodies a whole lot of our 

philosophies of reusing what we can, keeping it simple, 

and having that collaborative team of builder, trades and 

designers. Having a client who’s ecstatic at the end of 

the project is a real bonus!” 

All windows and doors are double glazed and 

BAL 40 certified.

For more information, visit:  
awsaustralia.com.au/elevate

 × Reinforced tall glazing bead at sill 

tolerate high wind loads.

 × True captive glazing wedge allows 

reglazing from inside - ideal in elevated 

applications.

 × Glazing wedges are recessed into the 

framing for a clean aesthetic.

Maximum Panel Height: various  

Maximum Panel Width: arious  

Maximum Glass Thickness: ≤ 28mm  

SHGC Range: 0.17 - 0.63 

Uw Range: 2.6 - 3.6   

Architect: BB Architects. 

2D & 3D CAD Files Available | Download from specifyaws.com.au to use in your projects.  

For more information on this and the rest of the Elevate range: elevatealuminium.com.au 


